April 27, 2023 Minutes
SDMC Members: Yshatiz Hayden, Rosanna Lamanoco, Robin Martin, Adriana Flores, Dr. Castillo-Guajardo, Richard Atkinson, Sergio Silva, Pastor Mey, Ms. Castellanos

• Welcome
• Safety
  ○ Fire Drill
    ■ Fire drills are up to date
    ■ Specific feedback needs to be provided to teacher about doors
    ■ Reexamine who is responsible for checking sections of the building.
  ○ Co-Vid Protocol
    ■ We still have students who are testing positive, but the numbers are waning
• Staffing
  ○ Special Education
    ■ We are pending two additional classes. We identified a candidate for the second ECSE. Ms. Collings is moving into the Standard SLC.
  ○ General Education
    ■ We are currently fully staffed. We are pending one teacher transferring out. With this transfer, we will have one vacancy.
    ■ The transfer window closes May 12th.
  ○ Additional PC
    ■ We are requesting an additional PC for a bilingual position due to increasing enrollment.
  ○ Opportunity Culture
    ■ We are a part of the initiative for Opportunity Culture where our teacher coaches will also be a part of the teaching staff
    ■ We anticipate having one full MCL position and two partial, two aspiring teachers
  ○ Wraparound
    ■ We extended an offer for a new wraparound
  ○ Career Pathway
    ■ We are looking for staff to contribute to Culture, Data, and Digital Resources
• Budget
  ○ Enrollment
A Leadership School

Vision: JC Mitchell seeks to empower well rounded leaders and lifelong learners!

Mission: JC Mitchell will provide opportunities for everyone to Learn, Lead, and Be Great!

- Our current enrollment is 521. Projected enrollment for next year was 505 which we have exceeded.

  - District’s Proposed Budget changes
    - Based on the current board budget recommendation, we will have an additional 120K for next year.

  - Title I funds
    - We had to spend Title 1 funds by April 28th. We are using the current money we have to pay for tutoring.

- SIP
  - Upcoming SIP
    - We are reviewing current SIP and making adjustments for next year

- Marketing
  - Outreach
    - We are doing outreach to increase enrollment at apartment complexes that we service

- Brighter Bites
  - Completing lessons

- Future Events
  - Pastries 12th
  - Amplify Reading Academies
  - May 22-26 Awards
  - May 26 Field Day
  - May 30 Talent Show
  - May 31 Last Day